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Order number: 750V1-2-VA-SR
Manufacturer: Briefkasten Manufaktur Lippe

ab €3,289.00 *
incl. VAT plus shipping costs (exclusive of VAT for logged-in users
with VAT ID and Non-EU countries)

Stainless steel dustbin box BASIC 750V1 - 2-fach - polished stainless steel
High-quality manufactured 2-fach garbage can box with elegant round tube stand elements completely made of stainless steel V2A 1.4301, polished. This garbage
can box convinces by an extremely long life span, equipment elements from the upper class as well as a short delivery time. If an elegant solution is sought to
accommodate garbage garbage cans near a property, then this stainless steel garbage garbage can box is the answer. Whether in the garden, driveway or yard,
unattractive trash cans disappear in a trash can enclosure. The cladding sheets decorated with cutouts hide the waste garbage cans placed behind them and still
allow a view.Due to the clever surface design, the actual purpose of the trash can box is not seen.When using other architectural elements (fence, mailbox, house
number) of the Mailbox Manufaktur, the trash box blends harmoniously into the overall architecture.
Thanks to standard door handle comfortable access to each garbage can is guaranteed. At the same time, each door handle can be equipped with your own
cylinder lock (door locking system). The height of the garbage can box is dimensioned in such a way that a garbage bag can easily be thrown in without having to
move the garbage can out of the garbage can box. The trash can enclosure is suitable for all standard household trash can sizes (120-240 liters).
Also the variety of the garbage can box is very large. There is the garbage can box as a single, double or triple cabinet (the interlinking is unlimited), while the
cladding sheets and door can be powder-coated optionally in a RAL color. The design for different sizes of the garbage enclosure, depending on the container
needs, makes the boxes attractive also for apartment buildings.
• 2-fach Dustbin box made of stainless steel V2A 1.4301, 240 grain ground.
• The garbage can box is handmade at Briefkasten Manufaktur. German quality production "Made in Germany".
• Reinforced stainless steel door, ground with solid stainless steel hinges.
• Door handle (inside and outside) made of stainless steel, polished with key rosette (without cylinder lock) for installation of a cylinder lock.
• Rain canopy made of stainless steel, ground.
• The columns are made of 60.3 mm stainless steel V2A 1.4301, ground.
• Base plate made of 5mm stainless steel, ground.

Abmessungen & Details
Base material: Stainless steel
Trash can size: 120 liters, 240 liters
Overall height in cm: 141,0
Total width in cm: 178,4
Depth in cm: 93,0
Weight in kg: 65,0
Delivery condition: Delivery is assembled
Shipping information: Delivery by forwarding agent on one-way pallet. Before delivery, the forwarding agent will contact you by phone to arrange the date.
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